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Updated Tiger LT user manual, firmware & PC software and Tiger PC

The Tiger LT firmware and PC software has been updated with a number of enhancements. Please install the new versions below to ensure you are up to date.

• Tiger LT firmware version: V0.5.12
• Tiger LT PC software version: V1.1.09

The improvements that have been made within this release are detailed below:

Tiger LT PC Software V1.1.0.7
Tiger LT summary screen added
Runtime to display hours and minutes
Sleep during PC connect icon updated
Rebranded logo
Exported data displayed in correct excel columns

Tiger LT firmware V0.5.12
Calibration concentration limit extended
Single data log confirmation tick returns to main running screen after 2 seconds
Default factory flow rate value updated
Rebranded logo

In addition, a revised version of Tiger PC V1.0.1.11 has now been released.

The firmware and PC software can be upgraded directly via your existing version of Tiger and Tiger LT PC. Please refer to the relevant sections of the user manual for guidance. Alternatively, PC software can be downloaded from the Ion Science website: http://www.ionscience.com/customer-support/media-centre/instrument-software/

The latest version of Tiger LT user manual has also been updated to reflect the changes listed within this software release.
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